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The Portfolio Navigator funds

Performance
Quarter ending
12/31/16
3 month

YTD

1 year

3 year

5 year

Since
Inception*

0.91%
0.45%
-7.61%
1.61%

5.91%
4.01%
-4.03%
7.96%

5.91%
4.01%
-4.03%
7.96%

3.51%
1.65%
-1.04%
5.02%

8.78%
6.82%
5.53%
10.28%

8.14%
6.18%
5.28%
–

0.06%
-0.39%
-8.45%
0.77%

5.27%
3.38%
-4.67%
7.07%

5.27%
3.38%
-4.67%
7.07%

3.19%
1.33%
-1.38%
4.76%

7.44%
5.51%
4.15%
8.84%

7.12%
5.19%
4.24%
–

-0.73%
-1.19%
-9.24%
-0.11%

4.64%
2.76%
-5.29%
6.05%

4.64%
2.76%
-5.29%
6.05%

3.01%
1.16%
-1.56%
4.37%

6.18%
4.27%
2.84%
7.30%

6.19%
4.28%
3.27%
–

VP – Moderately Conservative Portfolio
VP – Moderately Conservative Portfolio (Class 2)1
M&E and Rider Fees2

-1.28%
-1.73%

3.97%
2.10%

3.97%
2.10%

2.82%
0.97%

4.83%
2.95%

5.08%
3.19%

M&E fee, rider fee and max surrender charge3

-9.78%

-5.94%

-5.94%

-1.77%

1.44%

2.11%

Moderately Conservative Portfolio Benchmark
VP – Conservative Portfolio
VP – Conservative Portfolio (Class 2)1
M&E and Rider Fees2

-1.00%

5.00%

5.00%

3.96%

5.76%

–

-2.04%
-2.50%

3.44%
1.58%

3.44%
1.58%

2.49%
0.64%

3.57%
1.71%

4.06%
2.19%

M&E fee, rider fee and max surrender charge3

-10.55%

-6.47%

-6.47%

-2.10%

0.12%

1.05%

-1.83%

4.04%

4.04%

3.61%

4.28%

–

VP – Aggressive Portfolio
VP – Aggressive Portfolio (Class 2)1
M&E and Rider Fees2
M&E fee, rider fee and max surrender charge3
Aggressive Portfolio Benchmark
VP – Moderately Aggressive Portfolio
VP – Moderately Aggressive Portfolio (Class 2)1
M&E and Rider Fees2
M&E fee, rider fee and max surrender charge3
Moderately Aggressive Portfolio Benchmark
VP – Moderate Portfolio
VP – Moderate Portfolio (Class 2)1
M&E and Rider Fees2
M&E fee, rider fee and max surrender charge3
Moderate Portfolio Benchmark

Conservative Portfolio Benchmark
*Inception date - May 7, 2010

Effective March 10, 2016, the Funds’ benchmarks have changed. See page 6 for details.
Performance data shown represents past performance and is not a guarantee of future results. The investment return and principal
value of an investment will fluctuate so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Current
performance may be lower or higher than the performance data shown. Please call 1-800-333-3437 for performance data current to
the most recent month-end.
Reflects fund fees and expenses; does not reflect charges or expenses imposed by the insurance company on subaccounts or
contracts. See Annual Fund Operating Expenses in Performance Disclosures section.
2
In addition to Fund Fees, reflects deduction of a 0.85% annual Mortality and Expense fee for RAVA 5 Advantage® with a 10-year
surrender charge schedule and the standard death benefit, a 0.95% annual SecureSource Stages 2® single life rider fee, and a $30
contract administration fee. This line is intended to demonstrate the effect that fees and expenses could have on performance, and
is not intended to reflect actual fees and charges incurred by an investor nor does it reflect the additional fees associated with other
optional benefits.
3
In addition to Fund Fees, reflects deduction of a 0.85% annual Mortality and Expense fee for RAVA 5 Advantage with a 10-year surrender
charge schedule and the standard death benefit, a 0.95% annual SecureSource Stages 2 single life rider fee, an 8% declining surrender
charge, and a $30 contract administration fee. This line is intended to demonstrate the effect that fees and expenses could have
on performance, and is not intended to reflect actual fees and charges incurred by an investor nor does it reflect the additional fees
associated with other optional benefits.
1

Quarterly Performance Commentary
by Columbia Threadneedle Investments
Economic and Capital Markets Review – 4Q 2016
U.S. stocks led the way in the fourth quarter as the results of the U.S. elections drove a further advance in the
shares of domestic oriented companies. U.S. small cap equities led nearly all major asset classes in total returns,
value oriented investment strategies fared better than growth strategies, foreign equity markets struggled in relation
to the strong performing U.S. markets, and bond yields marched notably higher during the quarter.
The Russell 1000 Index gained 3.8% during the quarter, however, the gap between value and growth was noteworthy.
For example, the Russell 1000 Value Index was up 6.7% for the quarter, while the Russell 1000 Growth Index was up
only 1.0%. Much of this dispersion in favor of value oriented benchmarks, has to do with their more significant
exposure to the strong performing financial sector companies. Furthermore, many growth oriented strategies carry a
sizable exposure to technology sector companies which struggled. The tech sector fell in response to the strong U.S.
dollar which can negatively affect tech companies as they tend to rely on exports to support a majority of their
revenue. Similarly, the strong dollar and potential for greater protectionist policies emanating from a changing
administration weighed on overseas equity markets, especially emerging markets. The surging U.S. dollar is a growth
impediment for many developing countries.
At the end of the 2016 calendar year, the advance in U.S. equity markets (from their bottom in March 2009)
surpassed the duration of the bull market of 1990-1998 to become the second longest U.S. bull market of all time
as judged by S&P 500 Index historical performance. The bull market period spanning 1921-1929 remains the longest
bull market in history. While U.S. equity markets ended the year near all-time record highs, overseas markets remain
well below their all-time highs. With market highs established during the current market cycle (dating back to early
2009), the MSCI EAFE Index, which serves as a proxy for foreign developed market equities, would need to advance
approximately 20% in order to capture it’s high point set during the 2nd quarter of 2014. For emerging markets, the
most recent high occurred in March 2011 and, in order for the index (MSCI Emerging Markets Index) to reach that
same level, it would need to rise by approximately 43% from its current level.
Within fixed income markets, high yield corporate bonds were the standout again in the fourth quarter, returning
1.75% during the quarter, using the Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Corporate Bond Index as a proxy. Emerging market
bonds, which had done rather well earlier in the year, reversed course and were one of the larger decliners in the
bond market in the fourth quarter, generating a loss of -4.2% as referenced by the performance of the JP Morgan
Emerging Market Bond Index. U.S. Treasuries were another one of the weak performers with the Barclays U.S.
Treasury Index posting a loss of -3.84% in the fourth quarter. Bond yields in the U.S. may fall over the near term,
however, the cyclical trend for yields still points up against a backdrop of monetary tightening, expected fiscal
stimulus and rising inflation.

Portfolio Navigator Funds – Performance Drivers in 4Q 2016
Returns were positive for the two most aggressively positioned funds and negative for the more conservative
offerings. The funds, on average, underperformed their benchmarks in the 4th quarter by approximately 0.5% (net of
fund fees). The portfolios all remained near neutral, versus benchmark weights, for equity allocations, while fixed
income allocations remained a few percentage points below that of the benchmark(s). An overweight (out-ofbenchmark) position remained in alternative investment strategies. This position is largely centered on trying to help
curb volatility relative to traditional markets and, during the quarter, its results were mixed. Within the alternatives
portion of the funds, traditional commodity related investments helped results, while a managed futures strategy hurt
performance. During the quarter, the portfolio managers slightly increased fixed income duration exposure and took
profits from U.S. small cap equities.
Inside the tactical sleeve, tools were used to add duration back into the funds via the purchase of long bond futures
contracts and short positions in near-term government maturities. Equity exposure was also added in the tactical
sleeve via the use of equity based futures contracts.
During the quarter, the VP Conservative Portfolio returned -2.04%, the VP Moderately Conservative Portfolio returned
-1.28%, the VP Moderate Portfolio returned -0.73%, the VP Moderately Aggressive Portfolios returned 0.06% and the
VP Aggressive Portfolio returned 0.91% (all figures net of fund fees but do not include annuity contract fees & related
expenses).
Some of the underlying funds that served as key contributors, as well as detractors, from relative results during the
quarter are shown below (Please note that an underlying fund being a contributor or detractor is not necessarily
indicative of how it performed relative to its own benchmark). Not all funds shown below are held inside each fund at
the same exposure weight. As a result, the impact of each contributor/detractor will vary by fund.
Contributors
• VP – DFA International Value Fund
• VP – T. Rowe Price Large Cap Value Fund
• Columbia VP – US Equities Fund
• VP – Wells Fargo Short Duration Government Fund
• VP – Partners Small Cap Value Fund
• Columbia VP – Intermediate Bond Fund
• Columbia VP – Limited Duration Credit Fund

Source: Columbia Threadneedle Investments, as of 12/31/16

Detractors
• VP – Loomis Sayles Growth Fund
• Columbia VP – Long Government/Credit Fund
• VP – Morgan Stanley Advantage Fund
• VP – Oppenheimer International Growth Fund
• VP – Nuveen Large Cap Growth Fund
• Columbia VP – Contrarian Core Fund
• Columbia VP – Emerging Markets Fund
• Columbia VP – Large Cap Growth Fund
• VP – CenterSquare Real Estate Fund

Market Outlook
As we head into 2017, we are encouraged by the resilience of the capital markets and potential for shifts in policy
that can help extend the current business cycle. In fact, while we expect the year ahead to likely bring many
challenges, we don’t believe investors should overthink their investment strategy this year as 2017 should be good
for stocks and challenging for bonds.
However, should conditions deteriorate across global stock markets during the beginning of the year, then a de-risked
approach to portfolio asset allocation may be warranted. Currently, stock market conditions are positive and many
key bond market indicators that we monitor remain neutral. As a result, the portfolios are positioned with slightly
more exposure to risk assets than they were a few months ago. Amongst the more favorable global stock market
conditions impacting equities to begin 2017 are the following factors: Upward trending momentum, low levels of
equity volatility, and stock valuation levels that are not unusually high versus their long-term historical averages. In
the current environment, we believe investors should pursue enhanced diversification strategies and embrace
investment flexibility, particularly within fixed income markets.
Finally, while diversification struggled in 2016, it’s important to remember that it has worked well throughout history.
Although we are optimistic about many of the proposals being publically discussed as potential measures to
stimulate economic growth in the U.S., the range of possible outcomes is very wide. The timing of implementing new
policies is uncertain, and a likely reduction in accommodative monetary policy could prove troublesome to suddenly
emboldened equity investors. Rising interest rates during the fourth quarter may have caused many fixed-income
assets to experience one of their worst quarters in recent history. However, this performance set-back likely improved
forward-looking return expectations as there is a fairly high correlation between the starting level of yields and future
return expectations for most high quality bonds.

Blended benchmarks

Russell 3000 Index
MSCI EAFE
Bloomberg Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index

VP –
Aggressive
Portfolio

VP –
Moderately
Aggressive
Portfolio

VP –
Moderate
Portfolio

56.0%
24.0%
20.0%

46.0%
19.0%
35.0%

35.0%
15.0%
50.0%

VP –
VP –
Moderately Conservative
Conservative
Portfolio
Portfolio
24.0%
11.0%
65.0%

14.0%
6.0%
80.0%

Russell 3000 - an index of the largest 3,000 U.S. stocks by market cap.
MSCI EAFE - an index of developed international stock markets.
Bloomberg Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond - an index of high-quality government and corporate bonds.

Columbia Threadneedle Investments (Columbia Threadneedle) is the global brand name of the Columbia and Threadneedle group of companies.
There is no guarantee that investment objectives will be satisfied or that return expectations will be met. Asset allocation does not assure a
profit or protect against a loss in declining markets.
Annuity product fees will affect performance and can be found in the variable product performance sheets located at RiverSource.com >
Annuities > Performance & Rates.

Please carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of any variable fund and its related
variable contract before investing. For variable fund and variable contract prospectuses, which contain this and other
important information, call 1-800-333-3437. Please read the prospectuses carefully before you invest.
Variable annuities are insurance products that are complex long-term investment vehicles that are subject to market risk, including the
potential loss of principal invested.
The Portfolio Navigator funds are sold exclusively as underlying investment options of variable annuity and life insurance products offered by
RiverSource Life Insurance Company and RiverSource Life Insurance Co. of New York (collectively, RiverSource Life). The funds are managed by
Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC, an affiliate of RiverSource Life. RiverSource Life, Columbia Management and their affiliates
may receive revenue related to assets allocated to the funds. Prior to allocating contract or policy values to a subaccount that invests in one
of the funds, you should read the description contained in the applicable variable product and fund prospectuses.
Index performance is provided for illustrative purposes only and does not reflect the fees and expenses of investing in variable products.
Indices are not intended to represent specific investments. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
Annual Fund Operating Expenses (expenses you pay each year as a percentage of the value of your investment)

Variable Portfolio

Aggressive

Moderately
Aggressive

Moderate

Moderately
Conservative

Conservative

1.07%

1.03%

0.99%

0.93%

0.88%

In general, equity securities tend to have greater price volatility than debt securities. The market value of securities may fall, fail to rise, or
fluctuate, sometimes rapidly and unpredictably. There are risks associated with fixed income investments, including credit risk, interest rate
risk, and prepayment and extension risk. In general, bond prices rise when interest rates fall and vice versa. This effect is more pronounced
for longer-term securities. Investments in foreign securities involve certain risks not associated with investments in U.S. companies, due to
political, regulatory, economic, social and other conditions or events occurring in the country, as well as fluctuations in currency and the risks
associated with less developed custody and settlement practices. See each fund’s prospectus for specific risks associated with the fund.
RAVA 5 Advantage: ICC09 411265, 411265 and state variations thereof.
Rider numbers: SecureSource Stages 2: 411296-SG and 411296-JT. Features may vary, have limitations or may not be available in some
states.
Variable Annuities:
Are not a deposit of any
bank or bank affiliate

riversource.com/annuities
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Are not FDIC
insured

Are not insured by any federal
government agency

Are not bank
guaranteed

May lose
value

RiverSource Distributors, Inc. (Distributor), Member FINRA. Issued by RiverSource Life Insurance
Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, and in New York only, by RiverSource Life Insurance Co. of New
York, Albany, New York. Affiliated with Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
© 2017 RiverSource Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved.
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